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INTRODUCTION: WHY EVEN LUDDITE JUDGES NEED TO KNOW ABOUT TECHNOLOGY

The Luddites thought that by smashing machines in early 19th Century England, they could eliminate the threat that those machines presented to them.1

Of course, they were wrong. As was the case during the Luddites’ time, technology continues to march inexorably onward in today’s society.2 As a result, those within the legal community—judges in particular—have no choice but to begin using technology. Although judges are currently using

---


technology, they sometimes do so without understanding what they are doing.4

Already, today’s “new-fangled” contraptions have ensnared judges. Perhaps the most widely known example is Judge Kozinski of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.5 While he was sitting by designation in district court and presiding over an obscenity trial, it came to light that he had stored photos on the Internet including a pornographic image and a video depicting a man in the act of bestiality.6 Judge Kozinski said he thought the information was not publicly available.7 Although pornographic photos make Judge Kozinski’s failure to appreciate technology perhaps the most memorable, he is certainly not alone in failing to appreciate technology.8 As this Article shows, judges have created embarrassing posts, made awkward statements, set permanent examples of poor judgment, and done worse.9

Even if a judge chooses to avoid using “new-fangled” contraptions like e-mail, social media, cloud storage, and other modern inventions, those around him or her are likely using all sorts of new technology. Court staff, law clerks, interns, jurors, and attorneys are using various new tools for surprising and sometimes unintuitive purposes. For example, jurors have been caught posting information about trials on Twitter and Facebook, and they have sometimes formed groups to talk among themselves prior to submission of the case.10 Of course, jurors are also using various online resources to conduct factual investigation.11 Additionally, “friendships” between a judge and attorney have caused mistrials, and lawyers are

---

6 Id.
7 Id.
8 See infra Part VII.B.
9 See, e.g., Slater, supra note 5; Matt Volz, Federal Judge Sent Hundreds of Bigoted Emails, YAHOO NEWS (Jan. 17, 2014, 8:18 PM), http://news.yahoo.com/federal-judge-sent-hundreds-bigoted-emails-001239518-election.html (discussing a federal judge who sent hundreds of racist e-mails from his federal e-mail account); infra Part VII.B.
11 NPR Staff, For Modern Jurors, Being on a Case Means Being Offline, NPR (June 24, 2013, 4:09pm), http://www.npr.org/blogs/alltechconsidered/2013/06/24/195172476/JURORS-AND-SOCIAL-MEDIA (reporting that jurors regularly look up legal terms on the Internet and share about trial details on social media).
using social media while picking juries in the courtroom to research jurors in ways that could concern the judiciary.\textsuperscript{12}

Of course, judges are also subject to ethical restrictions.\textsuperscript{13} These restrictions may vary depending upon whether the judge is a state or federal judge and, if he is a state judge, what state rules apply to him. Generally, however, a Luddite judge who is unaware of what other participants in the judicial system are doing may be acting at his or her own peril. This unawareness is at least problematic because of common provisions of judicial ethical codes such as the following rules from the ABA Model Code of Judicial Conduct upon which many state codes are based:

- “A judge shall act at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the independence, integrity, and impartiality of the judiciary, and shall avoid impropriety and the appearance of impropriety”\textsuperscript{14};
- “A judge shall not abuse the prestige of judicial office to advance the personal or economic interest of the judge or others, or allow others to do so”\textsuperscript{15};
- “A judge shall not convey or permit others to convey the impression that any person or organization is in a position to influence the judge”\textsuperscript{16}; and
- “A judge shall not make any public statement that might reasonably be expected to affect the outcome or impair the fairness of a matter pending or impending in any court, or make any nonpublic statement that might substantially interfere with a fair trial or hearing.”\textsuperscript{17}

This Article discusses various issues that judges must be aware of in the Digital Age—even if they personally choose not to use “new-fangled” technology. Judges must keep abreast of conduct that implicates applicable ethical rules.


\textsuperscript{13} See, e.g., infra notes 14–17 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{14} MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT R. 1.2 (2007), (emphasis added) (footnotes omitted).

\textsuperscript{15} Id. R. 1.3 (footnote omitted).

\textsuperscript{16} Id. R. 2.4(C).

\textsuperscript{17} Id. R. 2.10(A) (footnotes omitted).
I. ETHICAL ISSUES ARISING FROM FACEBOOK AND SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES

A. Why a Judge May Not Be Able to Have Friends . . . on Facebook, at Least

As of January 2014, 74% of people who use the Internet also use social networking sites.\(^{18}\) Even among Internet users aged 50 to 64, 65% were active on social media sites in 2013.\(^{19}\) Although statistics for the judiciary’s use of social media are less reliable, a 2012 Conference of Court Public Information Officers’ survey showed that 46.1% of the responding judges used social media with 86.3% of those that were doing so using Facebook and another 32.8% using LinkedIn.\(^{20}\) Those judges were also aware of the potential ethical issues their activities implicated: 45.4% “disagreed or strongly disagreed” with the statement that “[j]udges can use social media . . . in their professional lives without compromising . . . ethics.”\(^{21}\)

These issues are getting bar counsels’ attention. In a recent Georgia Bar Journal column, Paula Frederick—general counsel for the State Bar of Georgia—stated that “[e]ven maintaining a social media presence that is strictly personal with no hint of one’s status as judge is not foolproof.”\(^{22}\) To illustrate her point, she gave the hypothetical example of a judge who had simply disclosed in a Facebook post that a dog had bitten him when he was a child—information which turned out to have extraordinary value to a plaintiff’s lawyer who dropped the jury demand and instead went with a bench trial before that judge for a dog-bite case.\(^{23}\) Some of the formal authorities have addressed if and to what extent a judge may participate in social media like Facebook. For instance, the American Bar Association (ABA) and several states allow judges to use social media,\(^{24}\) but they have

---


\(^{19}\) Id.

\(^{20}\) DAVEY ET AL., supra note 3, at 5, 65.


\(^{22}\) Paula Frederick, To Friend or Not to Friend, 19 GA. BUS. J. 44, 44 (2014).

\(^{23}\) Id.

taken various positions on the extent of this privilege. Tennessee simply suggests that judges be constantly aware of ethical issues, but other authorities are more specific. Some of these authorities allow judges to “friend” any lawyer on social media regardless of whether the judge knows that the lawyer will likely appear before him. Although this approach appears lenient, the privilege of social media does not come without warning. Additionally, some states may require a judge to consider disclosing a particular friendship or recusing himself from the case. For example, authority from California advises judges to consider all the circumstances, but it focuses on the following factors:

- the nature of the particular page, such as whether it discloses personal information or instead is a page for an organization like an alumni group;

---

27. See Kentucky Ethics Comm. of the Kentucky Judiciary, Formal Op. JE-119 (warning that using social networks is “fraught with peril”); Supreme Court Ohio Bd. of Comm'r's on Grievances & Discipline, Op. No. 2010-7 (suggesting that the judge be constantly vigilant); South Carolina Advisory Comm. on Standards of Judicial Conduct, Op. 17-2009 (warning judges who use Facebook not to discuss their position); Savin, supra note 24, at 18–19 (warning judges, in an article endorsed and reviewed by the Michigan Committee on Judicial Ethics, to be cautious in their use of social networking).
28. ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility, Formal Op. 462 (requiring judges to carefully evaluate whether disclosure or recusal is necessary); California Judges Ass'n Judicial Ethics Comm., Op. 66 (imposing various limitations); New York Advisory Comm. on Judicial Ethics, Op. 08-176 (explaining how a judge may need to disclose a relationship and recuse himself if that relationship is a “close social relationship”).
the number of friends the judge has, with a lower number suggesting that each friend is somehow more special;

- the judge’s method of accepting friend requests such as whether he or she accepts some or all friend requests or whether there is a pattern such as exclusively including plaintiffs’ lawyers or all lawyers from a certain firm; and

- the regularity of a particular attorney’s appearances before the judge.  

A different approach is evident in other states that allow judges to friend any lawyer on social media as long as the judge does not know that the lawyer will appear before him. For instance, Massachusetts requires a judge to recuse himself if he faces a friended lawyer. Other restrictions on social media may also apply in these states. For example, even if a Florida judge includes a disclaimer on a social network page that explains how friend on social media does not mean friend in the traditional sense, the disclaimer will not be enough to cure any “impermissible impression that the judge’s attorney ‘friends’ are in a special position to influence the judge.” However, a Florida judge may belong to a non-legal organization’s Facebook page even if lawyers who appear before him participate in that organization. Further, Florida allows a judicial candidate to friend lawyers who, if the person is elected, will appear before him.

34 Id.
Despite these various positions, some common warnings and admonitions are evident among the various rules and opinions. One of these admonitions appears in New York’s requirement that every comment, post, and photograph maintain the dignity of the bench. Other examples of these common warnings and admonitions are clearly evident in the following opinions of the Connecticut Committee on Judicial Ethics that require judges using social media to:

- Use communication that does not “erode confidence in the independence of judicial decision-making”;
- Refrain from posting “any material that could be construed as advancing the interests of the judge or others,” such as “liking” a commercial or advocacy website;
- Avoid relationships with people or organizations that may give the impression that these people or organizations are able to influence the judge;
- Keep from friending social workers or “any other persons who regularly appear in court in an adversarial role”;
- Ensure their comments do not discuss any pending or impending court issues;
- Refrain from viewing parties’ or witnesses’ social networking pages;
- Avoid giving legal advice to others;
- Stay away from political activities on social networking sites such as public endorsements or oppositions to a candidate for public office, liking a political organization’s Facebook page or linking to political organization websites, and commenting on

---

38 Id.
39 Id.
40 Id.
41 Id.
42 Id.
43 Id.
proposed legislation or controversial political topics; and

- Remain “aware of the contents of his/her social networking profile page, be familiar with the site’s policies and privacy controls, and stay abreast of new features and changes.”

In contrast to the various authorities’ approaches, an author recently argued that all of these authorities take an unrealistic view of the word “friend” in the context of social media, and he called for them to take a more “digitally enlightened” view. As the minority members of the Florida Supreme Court Judicial Ethics Advisory Committee noted, “the term ‘friend’ on these pages does not convey the same meaning that it did in the pre-internet age.” Which approach will “win” this view of what exactly “friend” means remains to be seen, but caution is obviously the operative word.

B. Policies to Consider Beyond Friending

Whether a judge decides to friend lawyers or not, judges need to ensure that court personnel understand that their posts about a judge’s schedule, pending matters, or court business generally can reflect poorly on the court. Additionally, these posts may provide an unfair advantage to a litigant or counsel. For example, knowing that a judge is taking a vacation may prove to be valuable information in some instances such as mediation. If parties are mediating while a summary judgment motion is pending, one party’s knowledge that the judge will not be ruling on the motion any time soon could affect settlement positions. Thus, judges should carefully consider what they do on the Internet and social media.

II. ETHICAL ISSUES ARISING FROM PERSON-TO-PERSON COMMUNICATIONS

A. Confidentiality of E-mail

Most lawyers use e-mail without encrypting the text or attachments. This seems to comply with the standard of care—at least with respect to routine communications—even though e-mail can be intercepted and misdirected. Nonetheless, some communications among lawyers and

---

44 Id.
45 Id.
46 Browning, supra note 21, at 490, 532–33.
48 See Kristin J. Hazelwood, Technology and Client Communications: Preparing Law Students and New Lawyers to Make Choices That Comply with the Ethical Duties of Confidentiality, Competence, and Communication, 83 Miss. L.J. 245, 259, 261 (2014). For a
clients present a greater risk of harm than others. Thus, they may require encryption.

The same is no doubt true of communications among court staff. Security over e-mail can take various forms, but court staff can use it in its simplest form. They can agree to use “security” features in Microsoft Word to require a password to open attachments, and the password would be the same for every document (e.g., a sports’ team’s name, the county in which the court sits, the judge’s middle name, and so on). While the attachment won’t be encrypted, only someone with expert skills will be able to easily open it.

When e-mail is encrypted, only the most determined user could possibly open it. The technology to encrypt the content of an e-mail and its attachment is built into most e-mail software. While the particular details vary, there is often an option to simply encrypt all e-mails or a particular e-mail and its attachment. A Google search of “encryption” along with the software’s name, its version number, and the operating system will likely result in a simple set of instructions for encryption.

Judges should consider whether to permit transmission of all or only some judicial documents. If a judge decides to permit this transmission, he should then decide whether encryption or at least password protection should be required. Having a uniform policy among courthouse personnel is critical because the protection is largely illusory if all but one person does not use encryption.

B. The Permanency of Text Messages

Text messages have become evidence in many high- and low-profile cases, but the most recent case was the “bridge scandal” involving Governor Christie of New Jersey.49 People text much more informally than they would write. While texts feel ephemeral, the content of a text message can, in fact, persist for a long time. Various high-profile cases involving alleged abuse or discrimination make that point clear.50

recent argument to the contrary, see Rebecca Bolin, Risky Mail: Concerns in Confidential Attorney-Client Email, 81 U. CIN. L. REV. 601, 652–54 (2012) (stating that common sense tells attorneys that some information requires special effort to protect in an e-mail).


Unfortunately, court personnel may not be aware of these facts. As a result, embarrassing texts, inappropriate texts, and other awkward communications may become public. Warning court personnel to use texts with the view toward disclosure or inadvertent disclosure may be the best policy.

C. The Hidden Dangers of Metadata

In order to grasp the dangers of metadata, it is important to understand what metadata is. “Metadata is ‘data about data.’”\(^{51}\) Software often creates metadata and stores it unseen—unless the user knows where to look—in a single file; when that file is transmitted as an e-mail attachment, the metadata often goes with it.\(^{52}\) However, this often does not matter. Some metadata included in a Word document, for example, consists of information like how many words are in the document or when the document was prepared.\(^{53}\) In many instances, that information will have very little significance to anyone.

But some metadata may not be so benign. The worst culprit is the “track changes” feature that, when enabled, records who, when, and what changes were made to a document; it also tracks multiple “undo’s,” which allows the recipient to repeatedly “undo” changes to a document and see the edits made over time.\(^{54}\) Imagine a draft settlement agreement that originally proposed offering $100,000 to settle the case, but was revised to reflect a $50,000 initial offer. The recipient may be able to “undo” the changes or “track” them to see that the original offer was intended to be much higher. This can obviously have real-world impact.

The Model Rules require lawyers to use reasonable care in the storage and transmission of confidential information.\(^{55}\) Thus, a lawyer who knows a document contains embedded information generally has a duty to remove it before transmission where that information could be misused. Although this seems relatively clear, the Model Rules go further than simply requiring the obvious. The comment emphasizes, for example, that lawyers “act competently” to guard against disclosure of confidences.\(^{56}\) While a few years ago, it may have been that the existence of track changes and other potentially malevolent metadata was not widely known, and could not have been found without reasonable care, the same is probably not true today, at least in relatively sophisticated

\(^{52}\) Id.
\(^{53}\) Id. at 17–18.
\(^{54}\) Id. at 16–18.
\(^{55}\) MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.6(C), cmts. 18 & 19 (2014).
\(^{56}\) See id. R. 1.6 cmt. 18.
practice areas. Reasonable care in today’s highly technological practice probably does not depend on what special programs an attorney may use to access confidential information. Rather, reasonable care likely means knowing whether the recipient can use the same software in which the document was prepared to view client confidences that were unintentionally included with the file.

Is it ethical for a lawyer who receives a file to check to see if the sender erred and included metadata that might be useful? There is no specific rule that says that a lawyer cannot take advantage of the incompetence of opposing counsel, and zealous representation obviously requires that lawyers regularly do so. Bar associations, however, are still determining whether looking in the opposing client’s confidences in transmitted files is “conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation.” State bar associations that have dealt with metadata are split on how to do so.

Some states—like Alabama, Arizona, Florida, and New York—take the position that it is unethical to purposefully search for metadata. One opinion emphasized that it was not the carelessness of the transmitting lawyer that lead to the misuse, but instead, “it is a deliberate act by the receiving lawyer . . . that would lead to the disclosure of client confidences and secrets” in the metadata.

But other bar associations disagree. The ABA, Colorado Bar Association, and Oregon State Bar find nothing unethical with

---


58 See id. (“With respect to metadata in documents, reasonable care includes taking steps to prevent the inadvertent disclosure of metadata, to limit the nature and scope of the metadata revealed, and to control to whom the document is sent. What constitutes reasonable care will change as technology evolves.”); Minnesota Court Rules, Op. 22 cmt. (2010), available at https://www.revisor.mn.gov/court_rules/rule.php?type=pr&subtype=lawy&kid=22 (stating “a lawyer must take reasonable steps to prevent the disclosure of confidential metadata”).


60 Compare infra notes 61–62 and accompanying text (reasoning that purposefully searching for metadata is unethical), with infra notes 63–64 and accompanying text (reasoning that searching for metadata is ethical).


62 New York State Bar Ass’n Comm. on Prof’l Ethics, Op. 749.
deliberately digging for metadata gold. The District of Columbia Bar drew the line in a different place; viewing metadata is only dishonest if, before viewing it, the recipient actually knew that opposing counsel had inadvertently sent the document with the hidden information.

Only eighteen states currently have an opinion on metadata. Yet, it is only a matter of time until the other thirty-two states adopt formal ethics opinions that will govern what lawyers must do.

For the judiciary, this means that courts must be particularly careful to avoid transmitting information to litigants or transmitting public documents without ensuring that any metadata has been removed. Lawyers may be mining away. In this regard, at least in federal court and under the Pacer system, files are in PDF format that generally does not contain metadata of any import.

D. Third-Party Storage of Court Data: Storms in the Cloud?

Court personnel may be using vendors such as Dropbox, Google, and others to store documents so that they can be easily accessed at the courthouse, at home, or through a mobile device. Putting documents “on the cloud” has become common. While extraordinarily convenient, storing data on third-party sites also creates risks. The vendor’s


66 For further information regarding the treatment of metadata, including a step-by-step tutorial on how to remove it from documents, see Hricik & Scott, supra note 51, at 16–20, 22, 24.


68 See Quentin Hardy, The Era of Cloud Computing, N.Y. TIMES, June 12, 2014, at F1 (“You already work in the cloud, too, if you use a smartphone, tablet or web browser. And you’re using the cloud if you’re tapping online services like Dropbox or Apple’s iCloud or watching ’House of Cards’ on Netflix.”).

obligations of confidentiality may not be as vigorous as the judiciary’s, and the documents may become public if security is breached. Thus, courts should ensure that court personnel use only third-party vendors with excellent protective measures if such use is permitted at all.

III. DATA HELD OR ACCESSIBLE BY DEPARTING COURT PERSONNEL

If court personnel are permitted to store important information on the cloud or on personal devices, the court should ensure that former employees can no longer access that information when they depart. At the same time, the court should also make sure that it maintains access to the information. This may require having employees disclose their username and password for any sites and promptly changing this information when a former employee departs.

IV. LAWYERS’ USE OF THE INTERNET TO RESEARCH JURORS

Judges have encouraged lawyers to research potential jurors for conflicts; for example, the Supreme Court of Missouri noted that because “advances in technology allow[] greater access to information,” it could place a “greater burden” on parties to raise improper jury issues to the court. In another recent case, a New Jersey Superior Court held that a trial judge “acted unreasonably” by preventing plaintiff’s counsel from using his laptop to research jurors during voir dire.

Consistent with these findings, a few bar associations have issued opinions that essentially give lawyers the green light to use social media content to research jurors and potential jurors with a few limitations.

A recent opinion from the New York City Bar is the most comprehensive of these opinions. The opinion first concluded that a lawyer could not communicate with a juror or potential juror, and it reasoned that an improper communication occurred if, as a result of the research, the juror would receive a communication such as a friend

---

71 Johnson v. McCullough, 306 S.W.3d 551, 558–59 (Mo. 2010).
74 See infra notes 75–80 and accompanying text.
request on Facebook.\textsuperscript{75} The opinion emphasized that any indication to the juror that the lawyer had accessed their information would be improper.\textsuperscript{76} Second, it emphasized that a lawyer cannot use deception to obtain access.\textsuperscript{77} Finally, the opinion concluded that the same restrictions applied to agents (such as undercover investigators) hired by the lawyer to conduct this research.\textsuperscript{78} Significantly, the opinion emphasized that lawyers probably had a duty, within the scope of the opinion, to research the jurors.\textsuperscript{79}

Despite the ostensible duty to research the background of jurors and the convenience of using social media sites to do so, “even jurors who understand that many of their social networking posts and pages are public may be discouraged from jury service by the knowledge that attorneys and judges can and will conduct active research on them or learn of their online—albeit public—social lives.”\textsuperscript{80} Further, lawyers should be admonished to report juror misconduct they discover. In one interesting case, a court granted a new trial, based on juror misconduct, as to three of four defendants, but not to the fourth because his lawyers had reason to know of the misconduct through their Internet searches but had done nothing.\textsuperscript{81} Clearly, lawyers’ use of social media to research jurors and potential jurors may be beneficial to litigants, but it may also be awkward for the judge and jury.


\textsuperscript{76} Id.

\textsuperscript{77} Id.

\textsuperscript{78} Id.


\textsuperscript{80} Ass’n of the Bar of the City of New York Comm. on Prof’l Ethics Formal Op. 2012-2.

V. JURORS’ USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA AND THE INTERNET

Another issue that judges should be aware of is jurors’ use of the Internet to research and discuss their cases. Interestingly, there is a blog devoted to misbehaving jurors! Every week, its author (a judge) seems to have another example of intentional or inadvertent misconduct. Some recent examples include a mistrial where a juror researched potential sentences in rape a case and a discharge of an entire jury pool due to one juror searching for the defendant’s name on Google.

A. Jurors’ Use of the Internet to Research Facts and Law

Jurors are human, and juries have long had access to newspapers, television, and their neighbors. Additionally, jurors are, no doubt, sometimes frustrated by the lack of “relevant” evidence at trial. This often leads jurors to conduct their own Internet research as was the case in State v. Abdi where the Supreme Court of Vermont overturned a child sexual assault conviction after learning that a juror performed his own research on the cultural significance of the alleged crime in Somali Bantu culture. The New York Law Journal also reported a number of cases where jurors harmed the system by researching facts, law, or general issues. For example, a Washington Court of Appeals overturned a $4.3 million dollar employment discrimination verdict when the court learned the jury had researched the employer’s annual earnings.

The U.S. legal system is not alone, as reports from across the globe show jurors using the Internet to conduct research. Several countries

---

83 Id.
have adopted various electronic countermeasures. Clearly, jurors' use of the Internet to research issues in their case is a significant problem about which judges must be aware.

B. Jurors’ Use of the Internet to Discuss Pending Cases

Although jurors are told not to discuss a case until it is submitted to them, improper pre-submission communication occurs. The Internet makes this improper communication easier. As one court recently noted, “the widespread availability of the Internet and the extensive use of social networking sites, such as Twitter and Facebook, has exponentially increased the risk of prejudicial communication amongst jurors and opportunities to exercise persuasion and influence upon jurors.”

The Third Circuit recently addressed this issue in United States v. Fumo: “Not unlike a juror who speaks with friends or family members about a trial before the verdict is returned, a juror who comments about a case on the internet or social media may engender responses that include extraneous information about the case, or attempts to exercise persuasion and influence.” In this case, on the eve of the second day of deliberations, a juror posted on Facebook that he was “not sure about tomorrow.” A friend of the juror then posted, “why?” to which the juror responded, “think of the last five months dear.”

A recent article cataloged the rising number of controversies arising from jury misconduct. Among other things, the authors note that a guilty verdict in a murder case in Arkansas was overturned because a juror had tweeted during the trial. Other examples of jurors using social media include Al Roker's tweet about reporting for grand jury duty and posting

91. See, e.g., United States v. Gianakos, 404 F.3d 1065, 1073–74 (8th Cir. 2005).
92. See United States v. Juror No. One, 866 F. Supp. 2d 442, 444–45, 448–49, 451, 453 (E.D. Pa. 2011) (holding that a dismissed juror improperly communicated with other jurors about her opinion on the trial before the case was submitted for deliberation).
93. Id.
94. Id.
96. Id. at 298.
97. Id. at 298 n.3.
photographs, and a potential juror tweeting “‘Guilty! He’s guilty! I can tell’” during jury selection. Sometimes, however, courts find blogging and other communication proper as long as the juror does not discuss the case or his opinion on the case.

C. Courts Fight Back: Model Instructions and Beyond

Courts have responded in various ways to jurors’ Internet research and discussion of their cases. While holding a juror in contempt or declaring a mistrial protects the rights of the litigants, it does not result in efficient litigation. Thus, judges are expanding their use of jury instructions that warn against use of social media, or the Internet, to discuss a case or conduct research. In addition, if the judge has jurors disclose their twitter “handles,” the judge can monitor the jurors’ tweets during trial.

A collection of “model” jury instructions concerning the use of the Internet by jurors to conduct research follows in Appendix A.

VI. JUDICIAL USE OF THE INTERNET TO CONDUCT FACTUAL RESEARCH

The Internet puts the world at our fingertips; Google Maps and other sites provide pictures of almost every corner of the earth, distances between points can be plotted on Mapquest, and a certain day’s weather can be determined with precision on numerous sites. There is a wealth of information available. Even as to the particular litigants, the Internet might provide access to their personal webpage, their social media page, or various “facts” about them posted hither and yon on the Internet.

In our adversary system, however, judicial research into facts creates some delicate issues. On one hand, consideration of historic facts pertinent to the dispute without adversary presentation can create ethical and due

---


process concerns. On the other, while a judge “must not independently investigate facts in a case and must consider only the evidence presented,”104 a judge may take judicial notice as allowed by law.105 As recently amended in Georgia, judicial notice is governed by statute, which provides:

(a) This Code section governs only judicial notice of adjudicative facts.
(b) A judicially noticed fact shall be a fact which is not subject to reasonable dispute in that it is either:
   (1) Generally known within the territorial jurisdiction of the court; or
   (2) Capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned.
(c) A court may take judicial notice, whether or not requested by a party.
(d) A court shall take judicial notice if requested by a party and provided with the necessary information.
(e) A party shall be entitled, upon timely request, to an opportunity to be heard as to the propriety of taking judicial notice and the tenor of the matter noticed. In the absence of prior notification, such request may be made after judicial notice has been taken.
(f) Judicial notice may be taken at any stage of the proceeding.
(g)
   (1) In a civil proceeding, the court shall instruct the jury to accept as conclusive any fact judicially noticed.
   (2) In a criminal proceeding, the court shall instruct the jury that it may, but is not required to, accept as conclusive any fact judicially noticed.106

At the outset of this analysis, the fact that a judge uses the Internet, rather than some other means of research, does not seem pertinent to whether and to what extent research is permissible. While the Internet certainly makes it easier to find facts, it does not alter the question presented. Thus, a judge should not investigate facts independently, whether on the Internet or not, except to the extent that the fact can be judicially noticed.107

In analyzing the breadth of the “exception” to the prohibition against independent factual research, one commentator observed:

By including the reference to judicial notice, however, the Model Code opens a loophole. If the ethics rules are meant to incorporate the totality of federal and state evidence rules’ approach to what judges can “know” on their own, the research prohibition is a narrow one. Judges may not independently investigate adjudicative facts—the facts that

104 GEORGIA CODE OF JUDICIAL ETHICS CANON 3 (Commentary 2011).
105 See, e.g., FED. R. EVID. 201.
106 GA. CODE ANN. § 24-2-201 (Lexis through 2014 Reg. Sess.).
107 ABA MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT Canon 2.9(C) (2007).
are at issue in the particular case—unless they are generally known or “capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned.” But they may independently ascertain and use information that meets the requirements for judicial notice, and they may investigate “legislative facts”—those that inform the court’s judgment when deciding questions of law or policy—to their hearts’ content, bound by no rules about sources, reliability, or notice to the parties.108

Courts have used the Internet to take judicial notice of facts, but they have not always done so without dissent.109 This is rare: for example, the only Georgia case that seems to have used the Internet to take judicial notice involved arbitration rules posted on organization webpages.110 Courts are split on whether and to what extent judicial notice may be taken about information that originated from the Internet.111 Even if judicial notice is appropriate, some courts have held that judicial factual investigation on the Internet implicates Due Process concerns112 and issues concerning the competency of the judge to be a witness.113

VII. MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES

A. Blogging

Washington has permitted judicial officers to blog, but it has warned that they should be careful that their blogs are not used to question their impartiality.114 Additionally, Washington has suggested that the judicial officers include a disclaimer stating that the opinions are theirs and not
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other judges’. Obviously, judges should be concerned about lines being drawn too finely.

B. Do Not Do What These Judges Did

Judges are human. As such, they sometimes do things that might be considered unwise. For example, the Chief Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit sent a message to a lawyer commending the lawyer’s skills and inviting him to forward the e-mail to his clients—the judge later apologized to the court for this act, and the lawyer was publicly reprimanded. In another situation, a judge friended a lawyer who was appearing in a matter before him, created posts with that lawyer about the pending custody case, reviewed a web page of the wife, and even quoted a poem that the wife had posted on that page. Yet another example arises from Judge Kozinski and the “private” images he believed to be privately stored online (including undressed men appearing with sexually aroused animals) that were actually available publicly because he did not understand the technology. Although these are just a few examples, they illustrate situations judges should avoid.

CONCLUSION AND SOME PRACTICAL TIPS ON WHAT TO DO

This Article began with the premise that judges likely could not be Luddites in this technology saturated world. Even if they could only use an abacus and typewriter, the attorneys, clerks, staff, and jurors around them would not remain mired in the past. What judges must do is understand technology even if they do not embrace it. Part of that is refraining from using software or devices without knowing the risks they present.

The technology of today can be a significant benefit for judges, but it can also be a significant problem. Yet, there are some practical things that judges can do to ensure that they act in an ethical manner while they are surrounded by technology. One practical tip for judges is understanding Facebook privacy settings. Judges can learn about these settings on a specific Facebook page that helps individuals understand the various potential settings for privacy on Facebook and learn how to adjust
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Facebook privacy settings. Judges should also know how to address metadata in Microsoft Word and other documents. How to deal with metadata varies by which version of Word is being used, but helpful resources are available online. Password protection for e-mail attachments is another aspect of technology that judges should consider. How this can be done depends on the version of Microsoft Word, once again, the Internet is a good place to find instructions on this topic. Judges should also be able to encrypt e-mail attachments. This procedure varies depending on which version of e-mail software the judge is using, but online resources are available to explain.

Lastly, when dealing with the potential issues arising from jurors utilizing the Internet, judges should consider the proposed model jury instructions in Appendix A. Mastering these basic techniques and using these various approaches to technology will enable judges to better avoid the many pitfalls that exist in today’s technological world.
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APPENDIX A

PROPOSED MODEL JURY INSTRUCTIONS
THE USE OF ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY TO
CONDUCT RESEARCH ON OR COMMUNICATE ABOUT
A CASE†

Prepared by the Judicial Conference Committee on Court Administration
and Case Management
June 2012

[Note: These instructions should be provided to jurors before trial, at
the close of a case, at the end of each day before jurors return home, and
other times, as appropriate.]

BEFORE TRIAL:

You, as jurors, must decide this case based solely on the evidence
presented here within the four walls of this courtroom. This means that
during the trial you must not conduct any independent research about this
case, the matters in the case, and the individuals or corporations involved
in the case. In other words, you should not consult dictionaries or
reference materials, search the internet, websites, blogs, or use any other
electronic tools to obtain information about this case or to help you decide
the case. Please do not try to find out information from any source outside
the confines of this courtroom.

Until you retire to deliberate, you may not discuss this case with
anyone, even your fellow jurors. After you retire to deliberate, you may
begin discussing the case with your fellow jurors, but you cannot discuss
the case with anyone else until you have returned a verdict and the case
is at an end.

I know that many of you use cell phones, Blackberries, the internet
and other tools of technology. You also must not talk to anyone at any time
about this case or use these tools to communicate electronically with
anyone about the case. This includes your family and friends. You may
not communicate with anyone about the case on your cell phone, through
e-mail, Blackberry, iPhone, text messaging, or on Twitter, through any
blog or website, including Facebook, Google+, My Space, LinkedIn, or
YouTube. You may not use any similar technology of social media, even if

† JUDICIAL CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ON COURT ADMINISTRATION AND CASE
MANAGEMENT, PROPOSED MODEL JURY INSTRUCTIONS: THE USE OF ELECTRONIC
TECHNOLOGY TO CONDUCT RESEARCH ON OR COMMUNICATE ABOUT A CASE (2012), available
I have not specifically mentioned it here. I expect you will inform me as soon as you become aware of another juror’s violation of these instructions.

I hope that for all of you this case is interesting and noteworthy.

AT THE CLOSE OF THE CASE:

During your deliberations, you must not communicate with or provide any information to anyone by any means about this case. You may not use any electronic device or media, such as the telephone, a cell phone, smart phone, iPhone, Blackberry or computer, the Internet, any Internet service, any text or instant messaging service, any Internet chat room, blog, or website such as Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, YouTube or Twitter, to communicate to anyone any information about this case or to conduct any research about this case until I accept your verdict. In other words, you cannot talk to anyone on the phone, correspond with anyone, or electronically communicate with anyone about this case. You can only discuss the case in the jury room with your fellow jurors during deliberations. I expect you will inform me as soon as you become aware of another juror’s violation of these instructions.

You may not use these electronic means to investigate or communicate about the case because it is important that you decide this case based solely on the evidence presented in this courtroom. Information on the internet or available through social media might be wrong, incomplete, or inaccurate. You are only permitted to discuss the case with your fellow jurors during deliberations because they have seen and heard the same evidence you have. In our judicial system, it is important that you are not influenced by anything or anyone outside of this courtroom. Otherwise, your decision may be based on information known only by you and not your fellow jurors or the parties in the case. This would unfairly and adversely impact the judicial process.